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Fires caused by equipment failures could make headlines, but 85 percent of the fires that occur in commercial buildings are caused by human error or intent, reports the Maine Municipal Association Risk Management Services (MMARMS). More than 3,000 deaths and 18,000 injuries occur each year in the U.S. due to
wildfires and wildfires consuming $10 billion in property damage costs annually. MMARMS states that 70-80,000 workplaces experience fire each year, causing disruption to public services and public services and loss of valuable property and information. Burning statue image of Pefkos Fotolia.com Arson is the main
cause of damage, death and injuries in the workplace that occur in commercial buildings. Arson not only has a financial impact on the business owner or company, but injures or kills workers and firefighters; this leads to job losses for many; and fire can easily spread to other buildings and damage public services. Arson
can be a way to cover up other crimes, it can be incised by an unhappy worker or client, or arson can occur as a result of mental instability. Economic and political grievances can be behind an arson attack, and arson can occur in the case of insurance fraud. Simple vandalism is another common cause of arson. coffee
pot image by Stephen Orsillo of Fotolia.com FM Global Hazard Manager George Capko points out that fires in warehouses are rare compared to those occurring in commercial buildings where people work. A smoldering cigarette, a forgotten coffee pot or a paper computer are common causes of commercial fires. The
risk of fire increases, the higher the number of people who work in the building: it is the use of equipment, rather than the equipment itself, which is usually the cause of commercial fire. plugs the image of Maya Kruchancova from Fotolia.com Electrical appliances or systems can start a commercial fire, but often,
according to the Engineering Company donan, people are the origin of the problem. Unqualified individuals often modify electrical circuits. A violation of the electrical code committed by unreliable builders or the flimsy work of repairers can start a fire in a commercial building. Electrical equipment that is misused or
overloaded can cause fires and inadequate maintenance can have disastrous results. Boilers, ladders and pipes in the power plant, the image of Andrei Merkulov of Fotolia.com There are strict regulations and regulations regarding the installation, use and maintenance of boilers, furnaces and water heaters. Improper
installation can cause a fire in a commercial building, as well as a lack of regular maintenance. Boiler rooms and the like are often used as storage areas, which increases the risk of fire. Combustible materials should never be stored in these premises. The day after my house burned down, my family went to the mall and
smelled like smoke poured into our house. We had a place to stay overnight but no towels or soap or toothbrushes or any of the household items that piece together an average day in America.I'm pretty sure I was in flip flops despite it being cold, and I'm sure my 11-year-old self decided to buy pinstripe pants from
Rue21 as her first article replacement outfit. It was weird. But with the help of family, friends and complete strangers from our neighborhood, we have moved closer to normal. From giving your old clothes or just giving your time, there are many ways to help someone who has lost their home in the fire. I hope you never
need this advice, but if you ever do, here are 25 tips from me, a home insurance expert, lawyer, and the smartest person on planet Earth (my mom, Martina Fox). In addition, in the future, we will outline a quick and easy guide to renter insurance Getty Images 1. Immediately get emergency essentials - toiletries, a set of
clothes or at least underwear, a phone charger - to them within hours of the fire. My mom says it'll help people feel less frayed, like everything is enough. You're just impressed. 2. Give them bags of your old clothes and buy them so many pairs of socks and underwear. Even if they have access to a washer and dryer, the
laundry will not be at the top of their to-do list.3. Offer them immediately or help them find a place to stay. The last thing anyone wants to worry about when they stand on the street is where they will sleep that night, says lawyer and author Marc Wites, who has dealt with lawsuits related to the house fire. 4. Buy them
magazines and binders to store their receipts and paperwork for claims.5. Offer cleaning wherever they stay. 6. Offer to go with them to the site of the house fire. My mom's friends went with her to search the rubble a few days later to see if anything could be saved. 7. Give them physical items instead of donating only
cash or gift cards. Cash didn't help, like the rest of the thing, because if you have insurance you end up getting money, but you need time and work and help, mom said. Getty Images 8. Offer them an mri. 9. Give them a spice rack, tupperware, flashlights – literally no household items gifts that would save them the hassle
of having to go buy themselves when they are already so busy piecing things back together. 10. Make them a picture album of all the photos you have of them, their home, and their family members. 11. Reach out to your children's high schools or their children to see if additional copies of the old yearbook are
available.12 If they have a pet, give them a crate and essentials such as guides and pet food. 13. Volunteer to take in their pets while they get back on their feet. 14. If you were a regular visitor to their house, both my mom and Christopher Hackett, senior director at The Property Accident Insurers Association of America
says it can help them because they make an inventory of personal property they have lost to give to the insurance company. 15. You voluntarily guard.16. Invite them to a home-cooked meal – especially if the family is holed up in the hotel. People can be a bit fuss-crazy if they are contained in a small space like this, says
Hackett. It can be good for children to have the opportunity to be in a normal home environment every so often. 17. Wites suggests that you always have a deposit of your supplies and legal documents stored outside the workplace of your home. It is too late after the point of house fire, but you can offer to hold on to a
loved one copies of certificates and legal documents in the future. 18. Get toys for kids to quickly calm them down with things that will be fine and help them feel more comfortable, hackett says. Getty Images 19. Especially in situations like the California wildfires in 2017, when large-scale wildfires affect multiple
communities, Hackett recommends that he connect them with support groups, church communities, or even Facebook groups focused on dealing with the consequences.20 As the holidays approach, my mom recommends giving them decorations. Her boyfriend gave her sparkly pumpkins that fall, and now every year
the number of sparkly pumpkins my mom still dispenses seems to quadruple. 21. It takes a long time for things to return to normal after a fire. My father talks about how years later he reached for things and then remembered that they no longer existed. As the seasons go by, Hackett recommends just checking on them
regularly and just calling and letting them know you're there for them. 22. And when the time comes, help them choose new furniture for the new house. 23. If you are a member of a family and have pedigrees, photos of ancestors or inheritance that you can duplicate or are willing to part with, these gifts will help a
displaced person who still feels connected to their roots. 24. If you do not have the means to do something else, write them a letter or card. It's always a good idea to do anything to remind them that they are thought of and taken care of, hackett says. 25. The last piece of wisdom from my mother: Money is not as
important as other things. Time and friendship – that was the most important thing. Renter insurance 101What is it? Tenant insurance is the basic insurance that applies to you and your belongings when you live in a house that you rent from the landlord. It is designed to protect your property in any number of unpleasant
situations, from burglary to a burst pipe, and can also help protect you if your landlord is less than conscientious when it comes to building repairs and safety. What's that about? The lessee's insurance usually covers three areas: compensation for damaged property, costs incurred for uninhabited space. The coverage
range varies according to policy. Compensation for damaged property: If your laptop gets stolen by a thief, or a torch fire your couch, your insurance should cover at least part of the cost of replacing or repairing your stuff. If you have a lot of valuables, you'll want to pay for a bigger policy. Responsibility: This protects you
if the visitor is ever injured in your house and finds it to blame. Let's say the janitor slips on the water in your kitchen and sprains his ankle; you may apply to your insurance company to obtain compensation for medical care or time off work. Expenses incurred: This coverage will help if your rental becomes uninhabitable
due to the landlord's negligence or so-called divine act such as smoke or storm damage. This coverage will help you by covering at least part of the cost of a hotel room or other alternative housing. Who needs renter's insurance? If you live in a rented house or rental unit, you need tenant insurance. Landlords may even
require you to get it when you sign a lease. Even if you think the odds are slim, you will sometimes need them, you will be surprised how often you have to expect the unexpected. How much does it cost? Typically, tenant insurance is quite reasonable. You'll need to add an address to your bid calculator to get an
accurate estimate for your region, but according to Forbes, tenant insurance costs an average of $20 a month across America. Your price point may be higher if you have a lot of valuable jewelry or electronics that you want to protect. At the end of the day, it is worth the peace, and can save thousands of lost property by
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